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Native Americans and the French Forts 
 
Located at a key point between the Great Lakes and the Ohio River, the portages near the Three 

Rivers provided a vital strategic link connecting Native Americans through trade and warfare 

long before the first French explorers visited the area in the late-1600s.  The ten-mile portage 

between the Maumee and the Little River, a tributary of the Wabash, offered a nearly continuous 

water route from Quebec to New Orleans, and beyond.  The history of the region is closely 

linked to the dramatic and often tragic population movements of people across the region over 

two centuries of warfare for control of this vital transit point.  Seven forts built by a succession 

of French, British, and American forces between 1680 and 1816 occupied the same region as 

several important Native American communities centered around Kekionga or Kiskakon, words 

that early French visitors interpreted to mean “blackberry patch” for the abundant fields and 

brush land around the river confluence.   

 

The Iroquois War (roughly 1642-1684) between the Algonquian-speaking people of the Midwest 

and the powerful Iroquois Confederacy of New York reshaped the region as people moved 

villages and remade tribal affiliations in response to military necessity.  By the end of the 

seventeenth century the region stabilized and the Miami established large villages flanked by the 

Saint Joseph and Maumee Rivers.  With other routes west either closed or less convenient, 

French colonial officials viewed the Maumee-Wabash portages as the key route between French 

forts around the Great Lakes and the Indian villages in the Illinois Country, part of the pays d’en 

haut – the Upper Country, as it was up stream by water from French Canada. 
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New France relied on Native American allies for defense and to supply the fur trade at heart of 

its economy, resulting in dozens of small outposts near important Indian villages stretching from 

the St. Lawrence River through the Great Lakes to the Mississippi.  As early as 1680 French 

colonial officials began posting troops to the Three Rivers area to protect the trading post and 

portage and maintain diplomatic relations with the Miami, who refused French pleas to move 

west away from encroaching British influence.  A more permanent fortification was built 

sometime around 1712.  The first documented French fort, Fort Saint Philippe des Miamis was 

built in 1722 on the Saint Mary’s River, near the intersection of present-day Van Buren and West 

Superior Streets.  The fort had a troubled history.  France could spare few resources for its far-

flung North American colony, and the post was never manned fully.  A 1733 smallpox epidemic 

killed approximately 150 Miamis, creating bad feeling between them and the French, and 

causing the fort to be virtually abandoned for a year.  The post was renovated and reoccupied in 

1734 under the direction of François-Marie Bissot de Vincennes, the French colonial official 

responsible for the Miami and Illinois country.  Eight cabins surrounded by a stockade provided 

rudimentary defense and storehouses for the diplomatic presents necessary to maintain the fragile 

Native American alliances.  French officials struggled to maintain the good relations essential for 

colonial defense and a profitable fur trade.  Exclusive rights to trade at Fort Miamis were 

auctioned off in the winter of 1743-44 for 6,850 livres, a small fortune in the cash-strapped 

colony, but indicative of the importance of the region within the larger trade network.  One 

estimate suggested that 10% of all the French fur trade west of Fort Niagara on Lake Ontario 

passed through Fort des Miamis. 
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Between 1690 and 1763, France and Great Britain fought four major wars in North America, and 

each successive conflict brought war closer to the Three Rivers.  Some Miami split off to form a 

British-allied village in Ohio under chief La Demoiselle (Old Britain).  Increased trade on better 

terms from British America and a shortage of trade goods brought about by King George’s War 

(1744-48) resulted in the fort being attacked and pillaged by the local Miami upset over unfair 

terms and a failure of French colonial officials to maintain the gift-based diplomacy of the 

previous decades.  With peace in 1748, the governor general ordered Céloron De Blainville and 

over 200 troops to remove British traders from the Ohio Valley and bring the Miami back to the 

Three Rivers.   

 

Fort des Miamis, however, was insufficient as a military outpost.  Father Bonnecamps, 

accompanying Blainville, reported that it was “in very bad condition,” with only 22 Frenchmen 

living in “eight miserable huts, which only the desire of making money could render endurable,” 

and palisade walls that had “fallen into ruin.”  In 1750, a new French fort was built north of the 

Miami along the east bank of the Saint Joseph, approximately three miles from the old post and 

in a better strategic position.  The destruction of the English-allied Miami village at Pickawillany 

in 1752 by a force of French regulars, Canadian volunteers, and warriors from the Ottawa and 

Chippewa tribes brought the remainder of the splinter Miamis back to Three Rivers. 

 

Within a decade, however, the official French presence at the Three Rivers disappeared.  While 

trying to assert British claims in the Ohio Valley in 1754, a young Virginia militia officer named 

George Washington inadvertently sparked a global war between France and Britain, that lasted 

until 1763.  Fort des Miamis largely escaped involvement in a conflict fought on five continents, 
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but warriors from the area Indian villages did participate in several campaigns against the British. 

With the fall of Quebec to British and colonial American forces in 1759 and Montreal the 

following year, western French forts were cut off from supplies and men.  Detroit surrendered 

without resistance in November 1760.  In December, Fort des Miamis followed when Lt. Robert 

Butler of Rogers’s Rangers arrived to garrison the post through the winter.  With little evident 

threats in the area, Britain left fewer than 20 men at the Three Rivers.  At the peace negotiations 

in 1763, France formally surrendered its claims in North America, including Fort des Miamis, in 

return for the important sugar-producing islands of Martinique and Guadeloupe. 

 

Britain, Pontiac, and Revolution 

 

British victory did not automatically translate to control over the Native Americans of the Ohio 

Valley and Great Lakes.  Accustomed to diplomacy facilitated by large gifts and generous 

treatment from French officials, many tribes soured on British efforts to exert control and cut 

costs on imperial management.  By dictating policies to Native Americans rather than treating 

them as powerful and independent people, British General Jeffrey Amherst ignored the political 

reality that Native American warriors controlled the region and outnumbered the 2,000 British 

soldiers scattered west of the Appalachians, despite what European maps might say.  While the 

forts were supposed to give the impression of British authority, without adequate gifts to 

persuade or enough forces to compel local Indians, they failed to alter the political realities. 

Amherst, was a capable professional soldier utterly out of his depth when it came to Indian 

diplomacy and clouded by his own racial biases about Native American military capabilities.  

Despite hard evidence to the contrary, he refused to believe that “one of the King’s forts could 
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yield to a parcel of miscreants, without artillery or apparatus capable to reduce it, if properly 

defended.”  It was a mistake his men paid for in blood. 

 

In the spring of 1763 a vast Native American alliance of at least nine different tribes (Ottawa, 

Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Huron, Miami, Delaware, Piankashaw, Shawnee, and Mingo) bound 

together by the Ottawa chief Pontiac using the prophecies of the Delaware religious leader 

Neolin attacked British forts across the region.  Pontiac’s strategy was to wipe away the British 

presence in the Ohio Country by taking isolated forts and cutting supply lines.  The coordinated 

surprise attacks began in May with an attack on Detroit.  By the end of May five forts were 

overwhelmed before news of Pontiac’s siege of Detroit could reach them. 

 

Fort Miami was poorly defended: only 11 men, including the commander Lt. Robert Holmes 

held the fort.  On May 27, a local Miami woman with whom he was romantically attached lured 

Holmes outside the fort on the pretense of treating her sick sister.  Despite suspecting trouble, 

Holmes left for the village and was promptly killed in an ambush.  Running to the gunfire, the 

fort’s sergeant was also killed, leaving the nine survivors isolated in within an indefensible 

position.  They surrendered shortly afterward, at which point a French flag was hoisted over the 

fort.  Nearly the entire British force west of the Appalachian Mountains was killed, captured, or 

pushed back to the main frontier forts.  In August 1765, Indian trader and diplomat George 

Croghan visited the Miami villages to discuss peace.  The chiefs raised an English flag and 

turned over British captives.  The “somewhat ruinous” fort on the east side of the Saint Joseph 

presided over a Miami village now spread on both sides of the river with 40 or 50 cabins plus 
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nine or ten houses occupied by an assortment of French, whom Croghan unfairly scorned as 

paradoxically lazy and constantly working to stir up trouble with the English. 

 

After two years of fighting and diplomacy, Amherst’s replacement General Thomas Gage along 

with crown Indian Superintendent Sir William Johnson and Croghan secured peace in the Ohio 

Country, albeit at considerable expense in troops, presents, and money.  To save costs and 

prevent small, isolated garrisons from again falling to surprise attacks, the post at the Miami 

villages was left mostly unoccupied prior to the American Revolution.  British officials preferred 

to gather their forces at Detroit and manage Indian affairs from a distance.  This pull back 

coincided with a population decline at the Maumee as a 1765 population of about 1,400 fell to 

only a few hundred by 1775.   

 

The American Revolution brought renewed conflict to the Ohio Valley.  British and American 

forces fought viciously throughout the region, reaffirming the importance of the Maumee-

Wabash portage.  American militia from Virginia, Kentucky, and Pennsylvania led by George 

Rogers Clark pushed into the Illinois Country, capturing Vincennes and Kaskaskia in 1778.  

Henry Hamilton, commanding British forces at Detroit, used the Maumee-Wabash area as an 

important staging ground for his counterattack and a source of allies among the Miami.  After his 

capture at Vincennes in 1779, the war in the Ohio devolved into a series of raids and counter 

attacks that typified the vicious frontier warfare against soldiers and civilians on both sides.  An 

expedition of French settlers from Vincennes and the Illinois Country arrived at the Miami 

villages in November 1780 their way to attack Detroit.  Led by Augustus Mottin de La Balme 

and carrying an American flag, Balme and his men plundered the abandoned Miami village.  
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Revenge was swift as Miami warriors retaliated by killing Balme and 29 of his men that night 

while they slept.  British rangers occupied the region for the remainder of the war and aided 

Miami and other tribes’ raids along the American frontier.   

 

American successes in the war translated to a tremendous victory at the peace conference as 

Britain relinquished control of its territory from the Appalachians to the Mississippi River.  But 

while the maps changed, in reality little changed on the ground as local Indians continued to 

control much of the territory.  The British retreated to the Great Lakes where they maintained a 

series of forts technically within American territory, including the new Fort Miami, near the 

mouth of Maumee on Lake Erie.  They wanted to establish a Native American-controlled buffer 

zone between the United States and Canada by supporting the local tribes in a long-simmering 

conflict that did not end until 1815. 

 

 

The Three Rivers and the United States 

 

Treaties between the United States and several Native American groups from New York, 

Pennsylvania, and the Old Northwest between 1784 and 1786 pushed the frontier line well into 

Ohio, east of the Cuyahoga and south of a line through central Ohio.  Several tribes moved west 

closer to the British and their Indian allies in the Maumee-Wabash area.  The population decline 

at Kekionga reversed itself as six Miami, Shawnee and Delaware villages grew up around the 

portage while four Potawatomi villages were located a short distance to the northwest.  This was 

not a solely Indian world as French and English settlers and traders, many with family ties in the 
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Native American communities, shared the space.  These sites turned the portage region into the 

center of a Native American confederacy trying to contain the westward spread of American 

settlements. 

 

The Maumee headwaters gained new strategic importance for the United States as it looked to 

expand westward.  A deeply indebted American government viewed western lands as a source of 

revenue and payment for soldiers in the Revolution.  With the 1785 Land Ordinance and 1787 

Northwest Ordinance, Congress hoped to bring order and control to the region as it slowly 

incorporated new lands north of the Ohio River into territories and new states, while pushing 

Native Americans westward in favor of white settlers.  George Washington wrote then President 

of Congress Richard Henry Lee in 1784 that the area around the Miami villages offered a prime 

location for a new fort as part of the overall plan to secure the frontier line in the Old Northwest 

from the British who still controlled outposts along the nation’s borders.   

 

A simmering frontier war throughout the Ohio Valley in the 1780s tested American ability to 

project power under the Articles of Confederation government, a test the national government 

generally failed.  Shawnee, Delaware, and Miami reluctance to give up land and negotiate a 

peace with the Americans meant that a powerful Native American confederacy blocked any 

efforts to fortify or settle the region by Americans.  By 1790, the newly adopted Constitution 

provided the means to raise money and troops to secure the Old Northwest.  Territorial governor 

Arthur St. Clair was a Revolutionary War general tasked with securing the region.  Under orders 

from President Washington, he dispatched General Josiah Harmar with 1113 militia and 320 

regular troops to the Miami villages to display American power and stop the raids into Kentucky 
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and Ohio.  The large force quickly moved beyond its supply lines and was monitored closely by 

the force of 1500 Indian warriors.  They arrived at the Miami villages on October 17 only to find 

them empty. Some pillaging and several skirmishes showed the undisciplined character of the 

American force – professional army officers thought of them as little better than armed bandits – 

and they started back for the Fort Washington (Cincinnati) on October 21.  A force of 340 militia 

and 60 regulars under Major Wyllys was ordered to attack the villages the next day before it too 

returned south.  A pitched battled ensued as the Miami and their allies routed the Americans 

outside Kekionga.  “Harmar’s Defeat” resulted in 183 Americans killed and 31 wounded.  It was 

a serious blow to American pride and showed the limitations of federal power in a region still 

dominated by Native Americans. 

 

After the defeat, St. Clair took personal charge of a new expedition in 1791 to pacify the region 

and build a strong fort at the Three Rivers that, in the words of Secretary of War Henry Knox, 

would have the effect of “aweing and curbing the Indians in that quarter.”  Starting from Fort 

Washington with 2,700 men including 18 year-old Ensign William Henry Harrison, St. Clair’s 

undersupplied force dwindled from desertion and disease to less than 1,600 by the time it 

reached the head of the Wabash in November, fifty miles from Kekionga.  One thousand Indians 

from the confederacy led by Blue Jacket, Little Turtle, and Buckongahelas attacked the 

American camp.  In the biggest victory ever won by Native Americans against the United States 

and proportionally the worst defeat in America military history, St. Clair’s troops fled.  They lost 

630 men killed and 244 wounded.  Only 3 of the 200 women attached to the army returned, 50 

being killed and the rest captured along with all the cannons and baggage, 316 pack horses, 

almost 400 tents, 1,200 muskets, and other equipment totaling roughly $840,000 in 2015 dollars.  
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Estimated Native American losses ranged from 30 to 150 casualties, though most accounts 

suggest no more than 50. 

 

Negotiations between the confederacy and the United States through 1792 and 1793 bought time 

for the Americans to rebuild their army while trying to obtained greater land cessions and drive 

wedges between the Native American leadership.  General “Mad” Antony Wayne, named for his 

tenacity during the Revolution, was appointed to command a force expanded by the addition of 

several new regiments.  The resulting “Legion of the United States,” a combined arms force of 

infantry, artillery, and cavalry that would train and fight as a single large unit rather than being 

scattered across the frontier, took nearly two years to assemble, train, and move slowly up from 

the Ohio, building roads and fortifications to protect an extended supply route.  On August 20, 

1794, Wayne’s army defeated the combined Indian forces at Fallen Timbers, near the mouth of 

the Maumee.  It was a crushing defeat for the Indian confederacy, whose erstwhile British allies 

abandoned the tribes, fearing outright support would spark a new war with the United States.  

Jay’s Treaty, signed between the two countries later in the year, drove Britain further away from 

Native American allies as the crown agreed to abandon the six forts it still controlled on 

American territory. 

 

On September 17, Wayne and his men reached the Miami villages, now of the largest Native 

American sites in the Old Northwest with 500 acres of cleared land, good timber supplies, and 

fertile ground.  Looking toward future trouble with Britain, Wayne personally selected the site 

for a strong fortification that could withstand a regular army attack.  Construction began on 

September 24, but was plagued by supply shortages and difficult working conditions.  The result 
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Wayne thought capable of resisting 24-lb cannons, and by October 17, he pronounced the fort 

“the most respectable now in the occupancy of the United States.”  It was officially dedicated 

five days later to mark the anniversary of St. Clair’s defeat, and named Fort Wayne in honor of 

the general.  Under Colonial Jean François Hamtramck, the first post commandant, the site 

became a critical point for Native American diplomacy in preparation for the Treaty of 

Greenville in 1795.  This treaty utilized Wayne’s victory the previous year to secure new Indian 

boundary lines, land cessions, and a general peace over the region.   

 

Yet Fort Wayne remained an isolated American enclave deep within Indian Country.  The six 

square miles around the fort and free use of the portage and roads still depended on good 

diplomatic relations between the United States and the local Native American powers.  William 

Wells, the American scout and eventual Indian agent at the Fort Wayne Agency who also 

happened to be Little Turtle’s brother-in-law, helped his friend Hamtramck build the crucial 

diplomatic relationships necessary to maintain the outpost and develop the American presence in 

the region.  He was officially appointed Indian Agent in 1798, under the direction of the War 

Department (Indian affairs were controlled by the War Department until the creation of the 

Department of the Interior in 1849).   

 

The year also brought changes to the fort a new outpost was built to replace the deteriorating 

original.  By 1802, the site was also an Indian “factory”, or site of an official government trade 

office, which regulated prices and tried to keep Native Americans from getting cheated by 

unscrupulous traders while increasing American influence among the tribes.  In 1803, Governor 

William Henry Harrison used Fort Wayne as the site to negotiate major land cessions in Illinois 
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and Indiana as part of the President Thomas Jefferson’s strategy to open the territory to white 

settlement.  Although Little Turtle gestured at a renewed confederacy to oppose the land cessions, 

he was increasingly aligned with the United States and used his influence to promote peaceful 

relations, a point many of his compatriots deeply resented.  When he died in 1812, Little Turtle 

was buried with full American military honors as a testament to his alliance with the United 

States. 

 

By 1807, Native American resentment over Fallen Timbers and the land cessions, increases in 

white settlement, and internal divisions over policy threatened to embroil the region once again 

in conflict.  The Shawnee brothers Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa (known also as the Prophet for 

his religious message of Indian spiritual renewal) began organizing a new pan-Indian 

confederacy.  Hundreds of Indians flocked to hear Tenskwatawa’s messages at his village of 

Tippecanoe.  When Harrison secured yet another land cession, for 2.9 million acres, at an 1809 

council at Fort Wayne, his actions split the Native American community with more and more 

followers joining Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa.  By 1811 events reached a crisis point and 

Governor Harrison marched a large force to Tippecanoe to put an end to the confederacy by 

attacking its heart.  Although Tenskwatawa and his followers fought hard after being surrounded, 

they were outnumbered and defeated, putting a temporary end Harrison’s problems and gaining 

him the permanent moniker of “Tippecanoe” for his actions. 

 

Harrison’s success was short-lived.  America declared war on Great Britain on June 18, 1812 in 

answer to a long-string of abuses involving maritime rights.  Racial hatred and deep animosities 

fueled a bloody conflict characterized by horrific violence on both sides.  America’s isolated 
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western forts were particularly vulnerable to the renewed alliance of British and Native 

American forces.  Fort Dearborn (Chicago) was ordered evacuated and the occupant transferred 

to Fort Wayne.  As the evacuation commenced on August 15, Native American forces massacred 

the inhabitants, shocking the American frontier and fueling the racial violence.  Detroit fell on 

August 16 without firing a shot.  Fort Wayne stood on the edge of the frontier, garrisoned with 

only 85 men.  Thanks to the complicated interracial relationships among the local Indians and 

French settlers who passed along information, the Americans had forewarning of an impending 

attack.   After quickly sending away what civilians they could, the garrison was surrounded by 

over 500 Indians who cut off communications on August 24 while they waited for British siege 

equipment.  The final communication, however, allowed Governor, now General Harrison to 

organize a relief party. 

 

See note later about the need for a separate sign for the siege. 

 

Harrison’s relief force raised the siege on September 12.  The fort remained in American hands 

throughout the war as the fighting shifted to the north.   

 

For the ill-prepared United States, war nearly tore apart the republic with mounting military 

losses, financial crisis, and inept military commanders.  While the Chesapeake region suffered 

heavy losses and a relative stalemate ensued along the Niagara frontier, the war in the West was 

more successful.  Efforts to retake Detroit in 1813 finally succeeded after horrific losses at the 

Battle of Frenchtown.  At the Battle of the Thames in present-day Ontario, an American army 

defeated a combined British and Indian force, including Tecumseh, whose dead body was 
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skinned to make souvenirs, evidence of the cruel and often-barbaric conduct justified by a long 

history of racial hatred.  With Britain and America exhausted by 1814, peace negotiators signed 

a preliminary agreement at Ghent, shortly before the final and most decisive battle of the war at 

New Orleans in early January 1815.   

 

While the treaty stipulated a return to the status quo antebellum, the war in the West turned out 

to be a major American victory.  Native American power in the Great Lakes region was crushed.  

Major John Whistler of the First Infantry who assumed command of the fort in May 1814 was 

less certain.  Whistler petitioned for permission to rebuild the post, which he received, and by the 

end of October 1815, the work was complete, only parts of the post having to be demolished and 

replaced.  Whistler’s fears that the Indians would continue the fight were ill founded.  Fort 

Wayne saw no more active military service. 

 

Although northern Indiana was still Indian Country, increased settlement immediately following 

the war to the south increased the commercial importance of the portage.  With statehood in 

December 1816, Indiana made the formal transition from a contested territory to a white-

dominated state.  In the 1818 Treaty of St. Mary’s, Miami and Wynadot leaders ceded all Indian 

lands south of the Maumee and Wabash Rivers.  By 1819, Indian land cessions and increased 

white settlement decreased the utility of a military post at the Three Rivers.  American strategic 

concerns also shifted as the War Department looked toward the Upper Mississippi and Missouri 

Rivers as the new places of military importance.  The army formally evacuated Fort Wayne on 

April 19, 1819, although it remained an important Indian Agency prior to the removal of the 

local tribes west of the Mississippi.  By 1826 estimates suggested that fewer than 4,000 Native 
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Americans lived in all of northern Indiana, while over 300,000 whites lived in the rest of the 

state.  As part of the greater American strategy to remove eastern Indians to lands west of the 

Mississippi, an 1826 treaty at Fort Wayne with the Miami and Potawatomi concluded a final 

cession that resulted in removal.  For a total of $41,259 in goods over two years, Indian leaders 

ceded 976,000 acres to the United States, from which the Miami retained less than 100,000.  A 

sub agency remained until early 1830, but with few Indians left in the region and facing a small 

repair bill, Congress closed the post permanently. 

 
Thoughts on Signage: 
 
For the some of the signs around the buildings I think each distinct building should have 
something identifying what it was and what kind of work went on there, which I’m sure is 
already obvious to you.  The fort was an object of state power so it offered certain visual 
arguments about what was important to government, especially in contrast to the local 
surroundings.  The order, stability, and hierarchy of racial and class divisions was part of a larger 
American effort to impose its sovereignty over a very heterogeneous region.  If possible, think 
about not just the soldiers but also any women, slaves, or others who joined in the labor so as to 
get visitors to think not just about buildings but about how they were used.  Too often I think 
scholars and the general public tend to think of frontier forts as sites of were men dominated the 
life of the post, both white and Indian.  The more we can emphasize that this fort and others were 
sites where lots of diplomacy, intercultural contact, and interracial activity occurred, the better to 
expand people’s understanding of just how closely entwined different people were on the 
frontier, living, working, fighting, and dying in close proximity and often with many different 
identities. 
 
I think this will be most effective for the signs that try to put the fort into a broader historical 
context, but if people see the daily instances illustrated it will be easier to see that history is far 
more complex than we are often led to believe. 
 
For the siege itself, I think it needs a separate sign that gives the details and the history.  I started 
writing about it, but I think it gets away from the big picture effort I was trying to go for. I leave 
that to you to write up and fit in a way that works best. 
 
That being said, there should definitely be some concrete details about just who lived there and 
what they did.  Perhaps a sign or two devoted to the enlisted men with some of their names and 
statistics from their enlistment records showing where they came from, what kinds of 
occupations they had, etc. Similar for the officers, and what happened to them before and after – 
to show that this post was part of the larger story about the movement of people through the 
region.  If the whole rationale for the site’s importance was about movement of people for 200 
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years along the rivers and portage, then placing the fort and its people in that context would 
better illustrate the larger place of the fort in American history.  Ditto for one sign about Indians 
and the Indian agency at the post that would include the story of removal west and why the post 
could be abandoned after 1819 (statehood, larger white population, no fear of British and Indian 
confederacy, frontier moving to the Mississippi and Missouri River valleys). 
 
I think there should be at least three maps, one showing how the Maumee-Wabash portage fits 
into the larger river and Great Lakes network with important places like Detroit, Fort Niagara, 
Fort Miami, Vincennes, etc. noted.  One map showing the locations of the different forts and 
Indian sites, perhaps overlaid with a modern street map so people can visualize where things 
were.  Finally a diagram of the two American forts, or even just the last one so people can see the 
plan of the grounds (and if necessary show what was reconstructed and not like any outbuildings, 
to give people an idea of what they are seeing versus the historical place). 
 
Possible Images to Include (no copyright issues) 
 
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/h?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+@band(g4094f+ct001619)) 
 
http://digitallibrary.hsp.org/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/idno/2900 
 
 


